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E9EL015    TV Talent Show *** (Advanced) 

 

Section 1 
Choose the best answers. 

 

1.  Tick () Becky’s and John’s opinions of each of the TV shows.  

     If they don’t give any opinion, tick “Not given”. 

 

Becky John 

 Like Dislike
Not 

given
 Like Dislike 

Not 

given

“Let’s Twist 

Again” 
   

“Let’s Twist 

Again” 
   

“Ferry Hill”    “Ferry Hill”    

 

2.  John agrees to watch “Ferry Hill” if they __________. 

 

 A.     watch “Let’s Twist Again” 

 B.     watch “Stars of Hong Kong” and “Dancing with Fiona” 

 C.     do not watch “Stars of Hong Kong” 

 D.     watch “Stars of Hong Kong”, but not “Dancing with Fiona"  

 

3. Why does Becky mention Susan Boyle? 

 

 A.     She is her favourite singer. 

 B.     To show that not everybody on talent shows is successful  

 C.     To show that everybody is better than Susan Boyle 

 D.     She disagrees completely with John. 

 

4. John’s sister’s audition __________. 

 

 A.     has been on TV since the first round started 

 B.     will be on TV tomorrow 

 C.     will not be on TV because it was the first round  

 D.     was the first round shown on TV 
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Section 2 
Choose the best answers. 
 
1.  In the first round, Katy __________. 
 
 A.     concentrated on dancing only 
 B.     had to do only a little dancing  
 C.     had to do only a little singing 
 D.     concentrated on singing only 
 
2. John believed that Tommy Leung __________.     
 
 A.     would vote for Katy 
 B.     was fair and nice 
 C.     would not vote for Katy but surprisingly he did  
 D.     was a very good judge 
 
3.  Becky thinks that __________. 
 
 A.     dancing and singing should be two separate performances 
 B.     you need to be fit to dance a lot 
 C.     you need to be fit to sing a lot 
 D.     dancing and singing well at the same time must be difficult  
 
4. Who says the following things?  
  Write “J” for John, “B” for Becky, and “D” for Dan.  
  The first one is done as an example.  
 

Who says this? J, B, D 

A. Some things on “Stars of Hong Kong” are boring. 
D 

B. Things like jumping over boxes are not suitable for a 
show like “Stars of Hong Kong”. 

 

C. Tommy Leung found something entertaining but still 
didn’t vote. 

 

D. Entertaining people you know is not too difficult.  

E. Some people on “Stars of Hong Kong” made me laugh.  
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Section 3 
Choose the best answers. 

 

1. Becky thinks that__________ in Katy’s performance.  

 

 A.     only the singing was good 

 B.     the dancing was bad 

 C.     both the singing and the dancing were good  

 D.     both the singing and the dancing were bad 

 

2. Becky thinks _________. 

 

 A.     it would not be possible to sing and dance like Katy did without training  

  B.     all of the training which Katy did must have made her nervous 

  C.     she could perform like Katy did if she had had enough training 

  D.     Katy’s training impressed all the judges 

 

3. John expresses a lot of emotions and feelings after watching his sister perform.  

 

Choose the emotions or feelings which you hear John mention and write the letter 

of the answers in the spaces on the right.  

 

 Write your answers in any order. 

 

A. nerve-racking  

i) ____ 

 

ii)  ____ 

 

iii) ____ 

B. excited  

C. impressed 

D. worried  

E. happy 

F. proud 

	


